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Characteristics of Effective and Efficient Rehabilitation Programs Mark V. Johnston, PhD, Kenneth D. Wood, PhD, Roger Fiedler, PhD ABSTRACT. Johnston MV, Wood KD, Fiedler R. Characteristics of effective and efficient rehabilitation programs. Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2003;84:410-8. Objective: To investigate the characteristics of rehabilitation hospitals and units correlated with gains in motor and cognitive function, after adjusting for case severity of the patients admitted and for length of stay (LOS). Design: The Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation (UDSMR) database was first analyzed to develop a method of adjusting for patient case severity on admission. Rehabilitation programs were surveyed to assess characteristics commonly thought to be associated with efficiency and effectiveness. Data on these characteristics were linked to UDSMR data on patient characteristics and functional gain. Setting: Seventy-seven rehabilitation hospitals across the United States. Participants: A total of 37,692 inpatients from the participating rehabilitation hospitals. Intervention: Comprehensive rehabilitation programs not altered by researcher. Main Outcome Measures: Program effectiveness was estimated by gains in motor and cognitive subscale scores of the FIM™ instrument between admission and discharge, adjusted for indicators of caseload severity at admission. Efficiency was estimated by adjusting gains for LOS as well. Results: Primary factors affecting both motor and cognitive gains included admission function (treated curvilinearly), age, certain diagnostic distinctions, onset-admission interval, admission class, and LOS. Correlations between staffing intensity and numerous other program characteristics with functional gain were meager, each accounting for less than 2% of variance. LOS was predicted by a number of factors, notably by the percentage of managed care cases (r⫽⫺.20), but not by staffing intensity. Conclusions: Relationships between rehabilitation practices and functional gains by patients do not appear to be simple or overt. Continued research is needed to identify reliable connections between rehabilitative processes and patient outcomes in practice. Key Words: Cost-benefit analysis; Efficiency; Health care evaluation mechanisms; Hospitals; Outcome assessment (health care); Quality assurance, health care; Quality indicators, health care; Rehabilitation; Treatment outcome.
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© 2003 by the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine and the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation EW TOPICS ARE OF POTENTIALLY greater importance F to medical rehabilitation than the effectiveness and efficiency of its programs in practice. Quality assurance and improvement efforts, accreditation requirements, funding practices, and the choice of level and type of rehabilitation programming for patients all ultimately hinge on the effectiveness and efficiency in improving patient outcomes.1,2 Data on actual outcomes experienced by patients, case severity at admission, and program processes are required to test assumptions regarding the effectiveness and efficiency of rehabilitation programs. Pressures for assessment and accountability have grown in rehabilitation, as in all of health care.3 Recognizing the need to assure and improve the ongoing performance of health care organizations, accreditation organizations have required ongoing measurement of key processes and, increasingly, of outcomes. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) began seriously to emphasize process and outcomes assessment in its “Agenda for Change” in the 1980s. The result is the current outcomes-oriented ORYX™ initiative. Launched in 1997, ORYX criteria increasingly require that health care organizations monitor key clinical outcomes (or in some cases, processes) by using approved measurement systems.4 Within rehabilitation, the need to ensure patient outcomes and public accountability led the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) to require routine outcomes monitoring (program evaluation) in the 1970s, leading to the development of data systems specializing in rehabilitation.5 Efforts to develop a uniform measure of rehabilitation outcomes culminated in the development of a common scale—the FIM™ instrument—in the 1980s.6 An organization—the Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation (UDSMR)—was established to implement this scale and to provide reports to evaluate the performance of subscribing programs. The FIM instrument and the UDSMR reports are used for monitoring the quality and outcomes of medical rehabilitation hospitals, thereby assisting with JCAHO and CARF accreditation. Hundreds of rehabilitation facilities in the United States and internationally subscribe to the UDSMR. Subscribing facilities are provided with information comparing their patients’ functional outcomes and gain per day with regional and national norms. Gain per day is labeled as “efficiency.” The evaluative implications of reports are obvious: that programs with greater functional gain or gain per day are better or more efficient. The reports are used in marketing, may be conveyed to patients and families, and are to be used by staff to improve program quality, effectiveness, and/or efficiency.7 Although greater functional gain is surely a good thing, the validity and utility of particular systems of measuring and analyzing functional outcomes is open to question. Where is the evidence that reports of overall functional gain or gain per day in fact reflect the quality, effectiveness, or efficiency of
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rehabilitation programming? Rehabilitation hospitals specialize in the treatment of chronic conditions for which there is no cure. Health care outcomes are known to be influenced by many factors beyond the control of clinicians,1 including severity of illness,8 comorbid conditions,9 and a host of demographic and psychosocial factors.10 If functional gain is below norm, what programmatic changes (short of admitting less severely impaired patients) can be made to improve functional outcomes? Empirical research is required to obtain the evidence to answer these questions. Outcomes Research and Rehabilitation Outcomes research attempts to provide evidence of the quality, effectiveness, and cost effectiveness of health care interventions in practice.11 At the core of this type of research is the study of variations in patient outcomes and the attempt to link them to variations in real-world clinical practice rather than in the laboratory or controlled circumstances. When variations in clinical practice exist, there is an opportunity to identify practices that result in superior severity-adjusted outcomes and to distinguish more-efficient from less-efficient patterns of ongoing practice. Studies of medical care practices have often reported difficulties correlating variations in patient outcomes in practice to data on intensity or quality of care provided, but at least some studies report such relationships.12 Volume of patients has been shown to be associated with outcomes such as mortality and cost after angiography13 and cardiac surgery.14 In a study15 of surgical services, better morbidity (but not mortality) outcomes were related to greater feedback and coordinated programming within the team. Risk-adjusted outcomes of surgical services in veterans’ hospitals have been associated with quality of equipment and site visitor ratings of overall quality.16 Methods of statistically adjusting outcomes for risk or case severity have been required to establish these relationships.8,17 Evidence connecting outcomes to processes is needed in medical rehabilitation. Outcomes-oriented approaches to the study of rehabilitation programs have a substantial history in medical rehabilitation.1,2,5 From the 1970s to the 1990s, much of such research was based on outcomes monitoring systems devised for public accountability.1,7,11 Published research from those systems has documented outcomes and created well-based norms for functional improvement.18 Many additional publications1,2,19,20 based on outcomes monitoring data systems have identified patient characteristics associated with functional gain. Much research using UDSMR data has been devoted to establishing its utility as a basis for a prospective payment system. Function-related groups have been established as a predictor of resource consumption and a valid basis for payment for medical rehabilitation hospitals and units.20 Many studies have documented associations between data on length of stay (LOS) in rehabilitation and functional gain,20-22 but whether this gain primarily reflects treatment effects, timelinked natural recovery, or utilization practices that discharge patients when they cease to improve is unclear. Only a few studies have linked characteristics of American rehabilitation programs to patient outcomes in a way that permits inference of greater or lesser effectiveness. Heinemann et al21 found no correlation between the intensity of physical therapy (PT) and occupational therapy (OT) and functional gain. They did report a positive correlation between intensity of psychologic services and gain for brain-injured patients, but the same relationship was inverse for spinal cord injury (SCI). Johnston and Miller22 found that Health Care Financing Administration regulations requiring an increase in intensity of
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therapy to 3 hours a day did not increase patient functional gain. Kramer et al23 compared outcomes of stroke and hip fracture patients in rehabilitation hospitals with patients of very similar severity in subacute (nursing facility) rehabilitation units. Stroke— but not hip fracture—patients did significantly better after hospital rehabilitation. Factors within programs responsible for the outcome differences were not identified. A number of studies, mostly European, have shown that organized stroke units or wards with both acute medical and rehabilitative features reduce mortality and dependency,24 but the organizational factors responsible remain unclear. There are good reasons to believe that team organization and communication can affect patient outcomes,25 but the evidence of independent effects on patient outcomes or costs in rehabilitation is presently lacking. Awareness of the need to link outcomes to processes in rehabilitation has increased.2 Risk-adjusted outcome monitoring systems developed for home health care have reportedly been linked with quality of care and successful quality improvement.26 Such evidence is needed for inpatient rehabilitation as it is organized in the United States. In sum, the evidence connecting characteristics of ongoing rehabilitation programs to patient outcomes is severely limited. Scientific evidence regarding connections between administrative factors in rehabilitation hospitals in the United States, such as staff levels and conventional indices of effectiveness or efficiency (defined as effectiveness taking cost into account), is particularly lacking. Our study is an attempt to provide such evidence. Purposes The primary purpose of our study was to identify characteristics of rehabilitation programs associated with effective treatment, that is, with greater severity-adjusted functional gain. Because LOS varies across patients and facilities and correlates definitely with functional gain, the effects of varying LOS need to be considered when interpreting functional gain. Because LOS in rehabilitation is a major indicator of cost, investigation of the impact of LOS is also an investigation of efficiency. Our second purpose was to identify the characteristics of rehabilitation programs associated with greater efficiency or cost effectiveness, that is, the functional gain adjusted for case severity and in LOS. We hypothesized that programs with more intense staffing (more therapists per patient day, specialists to coordinate care by the clinical team) would have greater functional gain, after adjusting for case severity and LOS. We also investigated other program characteristics—including facility size, accreditation status, and staff opinions about the program—in the hope of identifying factors associated with greater effectiveness or efficiency. A subordinate purpose or technical requisite was the development of severity-adjustment models, that is, methods of prediction of functional gain based on factors measured at admission. We hypothesized that functional gain would be predicted by admission factors in UDSMR’s database, including admission function, both linearly and curvilinearily; onsetadmission interval (OAI); diagnostic distinctions (eg, level and completeness of SCI, open vs closed brain injury); program class (rehabilitation vs short-term and evaluation); and patient age. A large number of factors may theoretically affect functional gain and the efficiency of rehabilitation programs. The current study explores a few of these. Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 84, March 2003
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METHODS Sample and Measurement Procedures Data were obtained from volunteering rehabilitation hospitals that participate in the UDSMR database. Mail and telephone invitations were sent to facilities whose average patient gain rates in the preceding year (1993) were in the top or bottom quartiles of functional gain. The extreme-group sampling method was used because it increases the variance of functional gain, thereby increasing the likelihood of detecting correlational relationships. Of 143 facilities, 79 agreed to participate, and useful data were received from 77. Strict blinding procedures were used to keep the identity of these facilities confidential. Even the principal investigator was not informed of the identity of participating facilities. The final patient sample included 37,692 patients admitted to these facilities during the calendar year 1994. Patient-level measures are those available in the UDSMR database. They include demographic variables, living arrangements, LOS, major impairment group or diagnosis, and FIM scores at admission and discharge.27 The FIM is comprised of 2 reasonably linear subdimensions—a motor subscale, comprised of 13 physical activities of daily living, and a cognitive subscale, comprised of 5 cognitive and psychosocial items.28 Readmissions within 30 days were treated as a single admission with interruptions. Days out of rehabilitation were not counted in the LOS computation. Characteristics of participating rehabilitation hospitals were assessed in extensive mail surveys, supplemented by telephone interviews with facility staff. Surveys were developed by the investigators, reviewed by an advisory board, and pilot-tested at 4 rehabilitation facilities. Although we reviewed a number of theories of team and organizational functioning, most did not seem useful here because the measures required to test them either did not exist or were too elaborate for use in a nationwide survey of supervisors in distant rehabilitation programs. In any case, another research group had been funded for in-depth investigation of organizational climate and communication in rehabilitation teams.25 Early versions of questionnaires attempted to address clinical philosophy and practices and various indicators of quality of care, but the sheer number of these items proved problematic to respondents because they increased the length of the survey. The final questionnaire focused primarily on clearly measurable objective factors (eg, accreditation status, staffing), although a few items on care quality and team communication were retained. The questions were simple, single-item, and directly and simply sought the opinion of the supervisory staff respondent on a 7-point rating scale. The final questionnaire emphasized indicators of staffing intensity (number of staff of various types per patient day, clinical specialists in SCI, stroke, and traumatic brain injury [TBI]) because staffing is the primary cost in rehabilitation and therefore optimizing staffing is critical to rehabilitation efficiency. Questions about the facility as a whole were answered by the facility’s chief UDSMR data contact person. Information on characteristics of the nursing and therapy departments and of specialized programs for SCI, stroke, or TBI was obtained by combination mail-telephone surveys of the chiefs of these departments or their designees. Completed or mostly completed surveys were obtained from 46 nursing, 53 PT, 53 OT, 51 speech-language pathology, and 41 psychology departments. The mail-telephone survey was conducted by the National FollowUp Services, which removed all identifying information from the surveys before sending them to the Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol 84, March 2003



investigators for data entry. Surveys received were checked for missing and illogical data. Facilities that reported unusual values (eg, extremely high or low staffing) were recontacted to check correctness. Statistical Analyses In general, the study used correlational analysis procedures such as hierarchical multiple regression to characterize relationships and to adjust for confounding factors.29 Analysis of change in function. Gain or change in function is a fundamental concern in rehabilitation, and much research has analyzed change scores.18,19,21,22,30,31 (We use “gain” and “change” interchangeably, as almost all—98%— patients gained in function during rehabilitation.) Simple change (discharge minus admission) scores are conceptually simple and can be justified when initial values determine subsequent values with high reliability.29 In the current data, admission function was by far the strongest determinant of discharge function. Over all cases, the motor FIM subscale at admission correlated at .79, with the same scale at discharge, despite varying LOS. The admission cognitive subscale correlated even more highly (r⫽.95) with discharge cognitive scores. Our analysis began with simple FIM change scores, as has past research using the FIM.32 Residual change scores are statistically required when posttest values have a weaker probabilistic relationship with the pretest values.29 Computation of these scores involves regression techniques. The outcome values (eg, simple change scores) are adjusted or residualized by linear (or curvilinear) regression of the predictor value on them. This procedure, ubiquitous in multiple regression and correlation analysis, was used for the many factors with highly stochastic (uncertain) relationships with functional gain, such as LOS and indicators of caseload severity on admission other than admission function. Ceiling limitations of measures present a technical challenge to analysis of functional gain in rehabilitation. Functional improvement cannot be documented by using FIM scores for patients who are completely independent (score⫽7) at admission and is much more difficult for patients who are at “modified independence” levels (ie, are slow or use an adaptive device; score⫽6) at admission. Only 1.8% of the cases averaged greater than 6 in all motor items at admission, but 45.4% were similarly independent in cognitive function. (At admission no patients were completely physically independent, but 23.7% were rated as completely independent in cognitive and psychosocial function.) We tested several methods to deal with ceiling (and floor) limitations to the scale, but finally decided to filter out cases admitted with average FIM scores greater than 6 in analyses of functional gain. This method focuses the analysis on improvement among typical, disabled rehabilitation patients. Adjusting gain for patient characteristics at admission. To identify characteristics of rehabilitation programs associated with better patient outcomes, it is essential to distinguish such factors from major confounders, such as caseload severity at admission and sheer recovery time. We used multiple regression and correlation analysis29,33 to develop models to adjust functional gain for patient characteristics at admission. Categoric predictors such as impairment group were entered as dummy variables. Functional gain, the net of patient characteristics at admission (ie, residualized), is an index or estimate of overall effectiveness. Gain is not adjusted for LOS in this estimate because it is conventional for estimates of pure “effectiveness” regardless of cost.18 After identifying major overall predictors of functional gain, multiple regression analyses
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were run separately for the broad impairment groups (stroke, acquired brain injury, traumatic SCI) versus the remaining groups to more accurately adjust for the differing recovery curves that would be expected in these differing groups. Adjusting for LOS. Greater LOS is a powerful determinant of rehabilitation costs. We also regressed LOS on residual gain in function: functional gain net of both caseload severity and cost is an estimate of program efficiency or cost effectiveness. Given the weak correlation between LOS and functional gain (motor gain: r⫽.21; cognitive gain: r⫽.26), stochastic (regression) adjustment for LOS is more justified than deterministic methods (eg, analyses of gain per day) of analysis of LOS-gain relationships. Again, we used such adjustment techniques. Correlates of program characteristics. Characteristics of facilities and of clinical departments and programs within them, reported in the survey of program staff, were then correlated with the residual functional gain estimates. Depending on whether independent variables were interval level or categoric, relationships were tested by using the Pearson correlation and analysis of variance. Other features of the analysis. The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis increases as sample size increases. Although large samples are desirable, in a very large sample even effects of trivial size may be statistically significant (ie, have high P values) without having any practical significance. All results presented are statistically significant at the P less than .001 level unless otherwise noted. Readers should pay attention to the size of relationships (eg, r) rather than to their statistical significance. Although the sample size was large, the purpose of the study was exploratory. We will interpret results cautiously, as suggestive rather than conclusive. RESULTS Characteristics of the sample are described in table 1. In brief, the patient sample was aged (avg age, 66.3y), disabled by recent neurologic or physical injury or disease, and similar to other samples of rehabilitation hospital patients from the UDSMR database.18 Characteristics of participating rehabilitation facilities are presented in table 2. The majority of programs (⬎85%) were accredited by JCAHO and/or CARF. Although on average programs had about 60 beds, there was great variation. FIM usage in utilization review and LOS decision varied from “never” to “almost always,” but was on average used “occasionally.” Some facilities were growing, whereas others were contracting; facility growth was described as “steady” on average. Most programs had a subacute unit to which they could refer, and only a minority reported a shortage of home health support. As rated by facility staff, managed care was reported to have “slight impact” on caseload on average, but the impact varied from an “extreme decrease” to a “moderate increase” in caseload. The percentage of managed care cases varied widely. Adjusters for Caseload Severity To develop a method of adjusting for case-mix and patient severity at admission, extensive analyses were performed to identify characteristics of patients at admission predictive of functional gain. Results are summarized in tables 3 and 4. In brief, change in function is much more difficult to predict than discharge function per se, but several highly significant and moderately powerful predictors were identified as: 1. Function at admission, curvilinearly. Patients with intermediate levels of function at admission tended to improve somewhat more, with an especially marked decline in



Table 1: Description of Patient Sample Characteristic



Mean age (y) Gender (%) Men Women Race and ethnicity (%) White Black/African American Asian American Indian Other Hispanic Marital status (%) Single Married Widowed Divorced or separated Occupation (%) Employed Sheltered Student Homemaker Not working Retired (due to age) Retired (due to disability) Prior residence (%) Home, B&C, transitional SNF/ICF/stepdown unit Hospital Other Admit from (%) Home, B&C, transitional SNF/ICF/stepdown unit Hospital Other Admission class (%) Evaluation or readmit Rehabilitation/first admit Discharge to (%) Home, B&C, transitional SNF/ICF/stepdown unit Hospital Other Impairment group (%) Stroke Brain injuries, acquired Neurologic diseases SCI/dysfunction Amputees Arthritis Pain Orthopedic conditions Cardiac Pulmonary Burns Congenital Other Multiple trauma Developmental disabilities General debility



66.3 43.4 56.5 83.6 9.9 2.7 0.3 0.7 2.8 14.8 45.1 31.3 8.7 16.1 0.2 2.2 6.0 5.7 62.1 7.9 97.6 1.1 1.1 0.2 7.4 2.8 89.5 0.3 7.8 92.2 82.6 11.0 5.1 1.1 31.5 8.4 4.9 7.4 4.4 1.9 1.3 29.7 2.8 1.4 0.2 0.1 3.0 1.6 0.0 1.5



NOTE. N⫽37,692. Abbreviations: B&C, board and care facility; SNF, skilled nursing facility; ICF, intermediate care facility
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAMS, Johnston Table 2: Program Characteristics Program Characteristic



JCAHO accreditation CARF accreditation No. of beds Certified Operational No. patients admitted No. of sites Occasional use of FIM in LOS decision FIM gain factor in utilization review Facility growth Subacute unit Home health shortage Impact of managed care on caseload Managed care caseload (%)



Percentage or Mean ⫾ SD (Range)



89.9% 86.1% 61.6⫾58.3 (8–300) 59.2⫾54.7 (8–250) 633⫾565.7 (114–3472) 89.9% 1 site (mean, 1.17) 2.1⫾1.0 1.88⫾.82 3.73⫾1.12 70.5% (yes) 26.6% (yes), 73.4% (no) 3.70⫾1.08 (on 6-point scale) 16.3%⫾12.6% (1%–80%)



NOTE. Figures reported exclude surveys with missing or questionable data. Depending on item, n ranged between 73 and 79. Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.



likely improvement among those admitted independent (FIM score, ⱖ6) at admission. 2. Patient age. 3. Log OAI. 4. Impairment class. Patients with TBI tended to improve in function more than those with out. Traumatic SCI patients with complete higher-level tetraplegia clearly improved less than those with lower level or incomplete injuries. These distinctions were built into the analysis as dummy variables. 5. Admission class (rehabilitation vs short-term and evaluation). Short-term and evaluation patients (7.8% of cases) improved less in function than patients admitted for rehabilitation. In an overall analysis, 16.6% of the variance in the gain in motor function was attributable to variations in patient injury severity at admission by using the overall regression model, and, depending on diagnostic group, 13.8% to 31.7% was



predictable when regressions were run within the 4 diagnostic groups, as summarized in table 3. Adding LOS to the regression improved these percentages: 18.6% of motor gain could then be predicted overall (16.6%–32.6% in the 4 groups). Change in cognitive and communicative function was somewhat more predictable than motor function: 19.3% of gain could be predicted using the overall model (13.3%–32.6% within the 4 groups). Overall LOS also improved the prediction of cognitive gain to a total of 22.3% of variance (15.3%–35.6% within the 4 groups). Facility and Department Characteristics and Functional Gain The relations between facility and department characteristics and functional gain are summarized in tables 5 and 6. Although most correlations were statistically significant, they were very small in size. Patient volume was a predictive factor, but in an inverse direction: the number of patients admitted correlated weakly with effectiveness (⫺.047 to ⫺.06) and efficiency (⫺.082 to ⫺.077). (Analyses of the acquired brain injury and SCI subgroups also produced small inverse relationships, ie, admission volume correlations were ⫺.110 and ⫺.045 in motor and cognitive function in acquired brain injury, respectively; these correlations were ⫺.091 and ⫺.049 in SCI, respectively.) Variations in accreditation status, whether FIM gain was used as a criterion by utilization review, and rated shortages in home health services had tiny or inconsistent relations to dependent variables. The largest correlation was that between the reported percentage of managed care patients and LOS (r⫽⫺.201). The percentage of managed care did not, however, correlate with either estimated effectiveness or efficiency. Various technical characteristics of the data system (eg, computerization versus manual system, ability to accurately distinguish new cases and to distinguish readmits) also correlated with functional gain rate. In general, indicators of higher data system quality correlated inversely with functional gain; but although statistical significance (P⬍.001) was attained, relationships were trivial in magnitude (r2 and ⬍.01). Staffing intensity and adjusted functional gain. Staffing intensity, expressed in terms of staff hours per patient day, varied substantially across facilities, as shown in table 6. (Correlations of staffing intensity with residualized functional gain are presented in table 7.) Correlations with LOS were also presented because functional gain in the dataset is inextricably



Table 3: Multiple Regression of Patient Characteristics at Admission and LOS on Change in FIM Motor Subscale Multiple R Predictors and Severity Adjusters



Bivariate r Overall



Admission FIM motor Curvilinearity* Age OAI, log Impairment class, recorded† Admission class LOS



.207 .243 ⫺.177 ⫺.115 ⫺.033 .120 .213



All Cases



Stroke



Acquired Brain Injury



.207 .291 355 .394 .396 .408‡ .431‡



.035 .248 .316 .364 NA .372§ .416§



.281 .316 .421 .511 .524 .536㛳 .551㛳



Traumatic SCI



Other Impairment Groups



.048 .392 .408 .547 .557 .563¶ .571¶



.287 .344 .358 .380 .384 .395** .408**



Abbreviations: NA, not available. * Squared term, n⫽34,620. All entered terms are significant at P⬍.001. † See text. Main distinctions were TBI vs other acquired brain injury and high complete tetraplegia vs lower and less complete for SCI. ‡ Final R2 was .166 on the basis of 6 admission factors and .186 using LOS as well. § Final R2 was .138 on the basis of admission factors and .173 using LOS as well. 㛳 Final R2 was .287 on the basis of admission factors and .304 using LOS as well. ¶ Final R2 was .317 on the basis of admission factors and .326 using LOS as well. ** Final R2 was .156 on the basis of admission factors and .166 using LOS as well.
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAMS, Johnston Table 4: Multiple Regression of Patient Characteristics at Admission and LOS on Change in FIM Cognitive Subscale Multiple R for Predictors and Severity Adjusters



Bivariate r Overall



All Cases



Admission FIM cognitive Curvilinearity* Age OAI, log Impairment class, recorded† Admission class LOS



⫺.344 ⫺.358 ⫺.270 ⫺.003 ⫺.107 ⫺.082 .263



.344 .361 .425 .434 NS .440‡ .473‡



Stroke



Acquired Brain Injury



Traumatic SCI



Other Impairment Groups



.262 .298 .349 .360 NA .365§ .419§



.378 .387 .438 497 .510 .519㛳 .546㛳



.476 .489 .527 .563 .563 .571¶ .597¶



.288 .318 .359 .360 .367 .371** .391**



Abbreviation: NS, not significant. * Squared term, n⫽19,738 All entered terms were significant at P⬍.001 except for impairment class (NS). † Final R2 was .223 for prediction of change using LOS as well. See text. Main distinctions were: TBI vs other acquired brain injury; high complete tetraplegia vs lower and less complete for SCI. ‡ Final R2 was .193 using 6 admission factors and .223 using LOS as well. § Final R2 was .133 on the basis of admission factors and .176 using LOS as well. 㛳 Final R2 was .269 on the basis of admission factors and .298 using LOS as well. ¶ Final R2 was .326 on the basis of admission factors and .356 using LOS as well. ** Final R2 was .138 on the basis of admission factors and .153 using LOS as well.



bound to variations in LOS. Unexpectedly, facilities with more intensive staffing had longer LOS (table 7, col 2). There was also a probabilistic relationship, albeit very small, between total clinical staffing and residual motor gain; correlations with cognitive gain tended to be even smaller (table 7). The correlations between PT and OT staffing and gain figures were not statistically significant. To test the hypothesis that there may be an optimum level of staffing, curvilinear (quadratic) relationships between staffing variables and residual gain estimates were examined. In almost every case, however, curvilinear correlations were not appreciably greater than linear ones. We also analyzed data on weekend therapy and our adjusted estimates of functional gain. The relationships were generally weak or inconsistent, and some were even inverse, possibly reflecting unmeasured factors. Opinions about quality and team communication. Correlations between the exploratory ratings of quality by department heads and objective indicators of effectiveness and efficiency are presented in table 8. These correlations were very



small and mostly inverse (⫺.091 to .020). Correlations with efficiency (gain residualized also by LOS) were also very small and inverse (⫺.100 to ⫺.013). The simple rating of difficulty of interdisciplinary communication also had small and inconsistent correlations with objective indicators of effectiveness and efficiency. DISCUSSION The correlations found between staffing intensity and severity-adjusted functional gain were tiny in magnitude. In the facilities studied, variations in functional gain were not coupled with either intensity of therapy or nursing staffing. More highly staffed facilities tended to have slightly longer, rather than shorter, LOS. That leads us to ask: What accounts for these results? One possible explanation is that no inherent relationship exists between staffing levels and gain in functional independence. Programs that are lean in staffing can produce good results for patients, whereas more highly staffed rehabilitation



Table 5: Correlations Between Facility Characteristics and Residualized FIM Motor and Cognitive Gain Program Characteristic



JCAHO accreditation CARF accreditation No. of beds Certified Operational No. patients admitted No. of sites Use of FIM in LOS decision FIM gain factor in utilization review Facility growth Subacute unit Home health shortage Impact of managed care on caseload Managed care caseload %



r With LOS



.064 .031 .081 .090 ⫺.049 NS ⫺.015 NS .017 NS ⫺.022 NS ⫺.026 NS ⫺.029 NS ⫺.029 NS .046 ⫺.201



r* With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM Gain†



r* With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM Efficiency‡



⫺.004 NS (.022) .032 NS (.037)



⫺.008 NS (.022) .017 NS (.026)



⫺.020 (⫺.022) ⫺.020 (⫺.030) ⫺.047 (⫺.060) ⫺.035 (.085) ⫺.022 (.010 NS) ⫺.028 (.005 NS) ⫺.007 NS (.001 NS) ⫺.020 NS (⫺.129 NS) ⫺.010§ (.011 NS) ⫺.008 NS (.017§) .056 (.006 NS)



⫺.050 (⫺.039) ⫺.048 (⫺.046) ⫺.082 (⫺.077) ⫺.056 (⫺.091) ⫺.027 (.009 NS) ⫺.033 (.001 NS) ⫺.012 NS (⫺.005 NS) ⫺.024 NS (⫺.136) ⫺.007 NS (.009 NS) ⫺.020 (.009 NS) .040 (⫺.008 NS)



NOTE. Correlations were significant at P⬍.001 unless otherwise noted. * r with residual functional gain, ie, partial r. † Change in FIM subscale residualized by multiple regression with 6 patient characteristics at admission. ‡ Change in FIM subscale residualized by multiple correlation with patient characteristics plus LOS. § P⬍.05.
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAMS, Johnston Table 6: Facility Staffing Levels Staff Type



Staffing Hours per Patient Day



Total direct RN and therapy department staff Total including administrative and support staff Direct treatment staff, PT ⫹ OT Direct treatment staff, RN ⫹ PT ⫹ OT



13.7⫾2.95 (7.4–21.6) 16.0⫾3.70 (8.6–24.9) 4.1⫾2.00 (1.6–13.7) 11.7⫾2.66 (6.4–20.3)



NOTE. Values are average ⫾ SD (range). Abbreviations: RN, registered nurse; PT, physical therapist; OT, occupational therapist.



hospitals are at greater risk of being inefficient because their costs will be higher. The results of our study are consistent with previous studies by Johnston and Miller22 and Heinemann et al21 who also found that intensity of PT and OT did not correlate with functional gain. Although the data are inconsistent with the hypothesis that staffing levels are tightly coupled with functional gain by rehabilitation inpatients, the results should not be interpreted to mean that we have proven that staffing levels are always unrelated to rehabilitation outcomes. In the years since data collection for this project, funding for inpatient rehabilitation has become increasingly tight, and we have anecdotal evidence of poorer care with increasing frequency. The issue of needed, optimal staffing levels for rehabilitation remains very important and warrants continued research. Another possible explanation is that Medicare regulations have come to restrict the range of variation in intensity of PT and OT, thus attenuating correlations with functional gain. In our study, however, lack of variation in staffing intensity does not explain the results, because variation in staffing was substantial. The operation of financial incentives unrelated to patient need is another possible explanation for these results. During the period of the study, Medicare and Medicaid were the primary source of reimbursement for rehabilitation. They provided reimbursement depending on per patient costs estimated during a historically arbitrary base rates period. Funding was not dependent in an explicit way on patient need. Facilities with higher base rates were provided with greater funding, which could be used for both greater staffing and longer LOS. The lack of association between staffing and patient need may explain this lack of correlation with functional gain. The power of financial incentives is shown by the fact that managed care caseload definitely constrained LOS in facilities studied. Outcomes as a quality indicator. The assumption that functional gain rates reflect program quality or can be interpreted by program staff to improve treatment effectiveness found no empirical support. Despite extensive effort, no evi-



dence was found to support the assumption that programs reporting greater functional gain were better programs or provided more or better quality care, even after adjustments for case severity on admission. We suspect that even more sophisticated and controlled research, targeted at specific functional and diagnostic subgroups, will be needed to connect outcomes data to treatment parameters in rehabilitation. For instance, key elements of treatment guidelines—including patient diagnosis, specific treatments, and targeted outcomes at the individual level—may need to be measured to identify relationships between treatment processes and patient outcomes. Perspective and limitations. These results do not imply that rehabilitation does not work or that hospital rehabilitation is not a needed level of care. Studies comparing American rehabilitation programs that differ substantially in both intensity and organization, using a more elaborate set of control factors and different outcome measures than those available here, have documented superior outcomes for stroke (but not hip) patients in rehabilitation hospitals compared with nursing home rehabilitation programs.23 European clinical trials have also demonstrated the effectiveness of integrated medical rehabilitative programs for stroke patients.24 Direct evidence for the efficacy of rehabilitation from clinical trials may be limited, but it is still too voluminous to review here.34 The limitations of this exploratory study need to be acknowledged. Our study explored only a few of the factors that may affect rehabilitation effectiveness or efficiency. The UDSMR and many subscribing facilities make substantial efforts to ensure correctness and completeness of data, but we cannot confirm the accuracy with which FIM data are collected. The absence of data on other medical and nursing outcomes (eg, pain, specialized medical and nursing care needs) is another unknown. Similarly, we cannot verify the accuracy of staffing estimates. Staffing surveys, however, have long been completed by department heads on the assumption that they know the size of staff in their departments, and we double checked unusual values. Other studies of acute medical care and medical rehabilitation have also frequently failed to find a correlation between health outcomes and intensity of care or structural indicators of care quality.2,11,12,21,35 Medical rehabilitation appears to be like much of medical care in the uncertainty and complexity of relationships between effort and result. Associations between the outcomes and processes of health care are not simple. Discrepancies between actual and expected outcomes in health care commonly, perhaps even usually, reflect unmeasured patient or environmental factors rather than quality of care.2,8,35 Studies that have shown connections between quality indicators and patient outcomes have used detailed indicators of clinical processes.35 Future research should attempt to relate severity-adjusted outcomes to more detailed,



Table 7: Partial Correlations Between Staffing Intensity and Indices of Program Effectiveness and Efficiency Program Characteristic



r With LOS



Partial r With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM Gain*



Partial r With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM efficiency†



Total direct therapy staff per patient day Total therapy dept staffing including admin & support PT ⫹ OT direct treatment staff Nursing ⫹ PT ⫹ OT direct treatment staff



.315 .283 .121 .332



.124 (.073) .090 (.053) .011NS (.034) .134 (.077)



.095 (.052) .062 (.032) .004NS (.034) .101 (.054)



Abbreviations: dept, department; admin, administration. * Partial r with FIM motor gain residualized by 6 admission severity indicators in table 3 in 4 diagnostic groups. † Partial r with FIM motor gain residualized by 6 severity indicators plus LOS in 4 groups.
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAMS, Johnston Table 8: Correlations Between Opinions About Quality and Difficulty of Interdisciplinary Communication and Indices of Program Effectiveness and Efficiency Facility Characteristic*



Rated quality of diagnostic programs† by Nursing PT OT SLP Psychology All department heads Rated difficulty of interdisciplinary communication‡ PT OT SLP Psychology All department heads



Partial r With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM Gain



Partial r With Residual Motor (Cognitive) FIM Efficiency



.094 .036 .051 ⫺.040 .108 .037



⫺.032 (⫺.078) ⫺.036 (⫺.049) ⫺.043 (⫺.035) ⫺.036 (⫺.037) .020 (⫺.081) ⫺.075 (⫺.091)



⫺.041 (⫺.081) ⫺.048 (⫺.051) ⫺.054 (⫺.036) ⫺.030 (⫺.037) ⫺.013 (⫺.100) ⫺.085 (⫺.094)



⫺.004 NS .061 .024 .053 .088



⫺.013 (⫺.025) .042 (.113) .076 (⫺.088) ⫺.026 (⫺.071) .046 (.104)



⫺.026 (⫺.036) ⫺.030 (.099) .077 (⫺.091) ⫺.031 (.071) .040 (.098)



r With LOS



Abbreviation: SLP, speech language therapy. *Average of ratings of quality of programs for stroke, TBI, and/or SCI. † “Compared with other rehabilitation hospitals, how would you judge the quality of rehabilitation . . . at your facility?” ‡ “How difficult is interdisciplinary communication and cooperation between clinical disciplines . . . at your facility?”



individual-level measures of clinical processes in rehabilitation. Other Points Facility size. Larger rehabilitation hospitals did not demonstrate greater effectiveness or efficiency. Rehabilitation appears to differ from other areas of health care in which size has been linked to better outcomes (eg, cardiac surgery teams13,14). Although it is possible that volume and patient gain are related in specialized programs for defined diagnostic groups, the optimal size of rehabilitation programs as a whole is empirically unclear. Opinions about program quality and team communication. We did not anticipate that a single item would be a good method of assessing quality or communication, but we thought it was worth exploring because a department head’s job involves judgment of clinical quality and team communication. Research using more elaborate measures of quality and team functioning may detect effects not evident using simple ratings. Prediction of outcomes and severity adjustment. Most rehabilitation patients improve in function, rather predictably so. The current study used robust, generic outcome predictors. Linear and curvilinear admission function, OAI, admission class, age, and major diagnostic distinctions are robust predictors. The outstanding problem in the prediction of functional gain was the small percentage of patients who deteriorated substantially, probably because of unexpected medical complications or new events. These cases tended to be outliers from the predictive models. Improved prediction of outcomes would enhance future research on the effectiveness and efficiency of rehabilitation. CONCLUSIONS The study began with the hope of discovering characteristics of rehabilitation programming associated with better functional outcomes, after controlling for confounding factors. The aim was to bridge the gap between data on functional gain and clinical organization so that clinical leaders would have an empirical basis for programmatic changes that might improve patients’ functional gain rates or control costs. We did not discover such factors. Direct evidence regarding correlations
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